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111 this paper quasiparticle spectra of an electron-phonon-Coulomb 
system have been discussed Explicit expressions for renormalized 
pliouon frequency, phonon attenuation and electron self energy have been 
derived. Spectral weight function for such system has been graphically 
evaluated. It has also been shown that on the basis of the quasiparticle 
picture, the phonon self-energy is much greater than the electron self- 
energy. Finally, starting from the Bardeen-Pines Hamiltonian the 
results have been extended to include the effects of ionic motion.

I. Inteoduotion

Migdal (1958) was able to solve the self-energy integral by employing the approxi
mation that the so-called 3-point electron-phonon vertex function can be replaced 
by unity at the cost of an error of the order of the square root of the electron tf) 
ion mass ratio (w/M)l which is negligible for normal metals. However, in his 
treatment the effect of the Coulomb interaction was not taken into account. 
Later, Engelsberg & Sclirieffer (1963) studied the quasiparticle spectra of a coupled 
(‘Icctron-Phonon system on the basis of Einstein and Debye models. In this 
paper also the Coulomb interaction was not included In recent literature, the 
problem of Coulomb interaction has been discussed with refoeiice to various 
properties of solids. The notable contributions are found in the papers of Batyev 
& Pokrovskii (1964), Heine et al (1966), Sham (1967), Garland (1967), Prango 
I't Sachs (1967), Homer (1971) and others. The purpose of the present paper 
IS to derive explicit expressions for renormalized phonon frequency, phonon 
attenuation and electron self-energy for electron-phonon-coulomb system and 
to (leal with the problem of inclusion of the effects of ionic motion on the basis 
Bardeen-Pines Hamiltonian. Spectral weight function A{ck, oiq) of an cloctron- 
pliouon-Coulomb system has also be< n graphically examined. A peculiar and 
interesting result has been obtained in Section 7. There it has been shown on 
i-lui basis of simple arguments that near the Fermi surface phonon self-energy is 
much greater than the electron self-energy. Whether such result will enable 
ouc to explain new features of solids is still to be investigated.
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2. Self-eneboy expressions and Migdal ’s Theorem

The maihomatical expression for electron self-energy may be written in the 
form :
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S(p, e) =  4  S J ~  0{p-\-q, e+w ) D{q, a))y(p, e; q, to) ( 2 . 1 )

with usual notations. G and Z> are electron and phonon Green functions defined

Gî  =  —i <z ^(Gpi(ti)Cp2*(t2)>‘

=■ —i <  T{aqi{tj)ag2*{l2))^

where T is the ordering according to real time,

T{A{l)B{t')) =  A{t) B{i') ±  0 {f~ t) B {f) A{t)

the upi>er (lower) sign referring to boson (fermion) operators. Using the Fourier 
transform

G{py t) — I dt G{p, t) exp {iet) 

and the Dyson equation

G{p, e) =  Oa(p, e)+G„(p, e)G{p, t), 

one can easily arrive at the result '

t)“  ̂— Cp̂ —e—Yî p, t)

Therefore, the equation (2.1) takes the form :

i J 2t7 e%+g—e— to—S (p + g f, e+to)
(2 2)

This shows that 'L{p, c) is undefined at all those points where the energy-deno
minator vanishes. The problem associated with these singularities may be 
resolved if following Kadanoff (1964) we make the following two replacements

S -
Q

f ^
1 (2t7)«

where Z is a complex variable. Eqn. (2.2) is thus simplified to following .soluble 

form :

S(p. =  T 1 ^  «-')■ -  (2 »)
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For fui-ther simplification one should know the form of the vortex function. An 
appioximate form is, however, obtained from Migdal’s Theorem. Migdal (1958)

Tlioieforo, the expression (2.3) reduces to
1 r d^g' f do>' 1

(2.4)

There are, however, certain exceptions to Migdal’s theorem. Engelsberg & 
Sohrioffer (19G3) showed that the generalized Ward-Takaliasi (1957) identity

y{p, e; g, o)) _ c-\-w)—Q-~\p, c)
7a ’ ” oi ’

taken in the limit
y{p, fc; g, gj)| ^  e)

may lead to a correction of order unity in some special cases.
3. Renormalized phonon ebequenoy Wo start from the fLindamental Hamiltonian of the form :

^,q<qm PiP2paP4

[- XI P )\+“ r/(p « )x' K, ... (3.1)

which IS exactly similar to that considered by I*rango & Sachs (1967). The ex- 
ju’ession for j)olarization propagator is given by

O.) {F(Q)+i>„(g, to )}-i-n

where A)(q. o>) is the bare phonon propagator

. 2a)g»|q»(q)|^

(3.2)

... (3.3)

•Old 11 is the irreducible part of the phonon self-energy. In the above espression 
1 I “ determines the interaction between electrons and phonons given by

1 0̂/ M2 (3.4)

lor longitudinal phonons. 
2



Substituting (3.3) into (3.2), we get
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D{.q, u>) -  .—

Now Migdal (1958) showed

n(?.

where g{x) { l—x ĵ2)

m the interval 0 <  ’̂ <  i. Therefore,

(3.5)

(3 6)

D{q, oj) =

Ruat part of tlio pole of D(q, w) gives the reuormalized phonon frequency 

l-g/2+|f/4(y/2p„)»- Wq

(3.7)

(3 8)

whore ^  is tJie Frohlich dimensionless coujiling parameter given by

nq̂ <  1 .

If the effects duo to Coulomb interaction were not included, one would obtain

... (3.9)

For a oomparative study between the oqns (3.8) and (3 9) we approximate the 
complicated expression (3 8) to a more simplified form. The Eqn (3.6) was ob
tained by Migdal by assuming the fact that the values of 7r{q, w) which are im
portant are tibtainable for

0> ~  Olfl ~  Po?/ ^  P(̂ -

Therefore the second term in the denominator of (3.8) becomes

which is evidently very small. Hence (3.8) can be written approximately in the 
form :

V  =  w,<“{l-F I2 + F  =“  0‘J‘V  +FI2): ... (3.10)



Thoreforo,

Wq
Uiq
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J ~  (1-F/2K1-F+F jV8V) =  1—
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.sinco {qÎ iPq) ■< 1, the above equation shows that the right handsido is less than 
unity. Tliis means cjg >  ajg\

4, Phonon attenuation and renormalized coupling constant

Imaginary part of the polo of D(g, co) gives the phonon attenuation which 
L‘a i i  be measured by tho quantity

F -̂1 cu o — ^0« .( ,)= --------
( l - F /2  l-i? qVlGp„^)^+F~- ( ^ 'J I  )

An approximate expression for relative attenuation is

The residue at tho pole of Z)(g, w) defines the now coiij)ling constant

2u,,\a{q)\^ = - t “ V nq̂  87rjt)(, 2r/ '
7 i _ w ^  . \ ^ \ “
\ nq̂  «7ri?o/ \ 2q̂  /

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

■ nq̂  V 2q
which can be approximated to the form ;

2c^\a{q)\‘ ^  ^ F o > J » { l+ F ).

The expression for renormalized phonon propagator therefore takes th® follow
ing form :

l i M ! - . +  1 ‘  .. /46 )m  w) -  + V ( o . » - ^

In this expression it is to be noted that since the relative attenuation S^gyjwq 
is less than unity, the last term may be neglected in comparison with the other 
two terms.

5. Electron energy spectrum

As shown by Galitskii & Migdal (1958) the electron spectrum is detoi mined 
hy the equation

£p̂ —[ep—irp)—fi{p,ep—irp) — 0 ... (5.1)



wIi«ro e) is the analytic continuation of S(f», e) for O /i, the chemical potential. 
For Vpj^p 1, one will obtain approximately

—€p—Sq(^, 6p) =  0 ... (5.2)

=  ... (6.3)

where Sq and £ /  are real and imaginary parts of electron self-energy.

To find out the expressions for and S / let us first perform the substitution

where

V
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p 1 P o IV  •# I

Now let us denote the unperturbed dtuisity of states in energy at the Fermi surface

m o) =

so that tlie electron self-energy integral takes the form :

... (5 4)

To ovaluate the e-intogral appearing in the above equation, we shall adopt the 
following simple procedure. It is a fact that the electrons lying far away from 
the Fermi siirface contribute very little to the above integral and the major 
contribution results from the electron states with energies e ^  o>, the Debye 
energy, about the Fermi surfaeo. Therefore, if the upper limit of the integral 
is extended to infinity no perceptible error will creep in the final result Thus, 
extending the cut-off to infinity and maintaining the particle-hole symmetry 
by carrying out the e-intogration symmetrically about the Fermi surface e =  0, 
wo get by closing the c-oontour in the upper half-plane

f [ a{g) I 2u)a\a{q) |J

with
q =  PoiV-V')-



Performing the integration, we obtain the following expressions for L„ and S ,

'  I a(g) 12jV̂ (0) f 7T 1 12r(p.e)- - 2  \a7 ®snw,+ —j| for|o.,|>a.
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_  2a,,|q(g)|»jr(0)
2a.,* for I <Ug 1 <  CU

and

S„(J>, c) =  -  {  In I \I I (iiq—o> tog® J

(5.0)

(5.7)

iSiibslituiing this expression in (6.1) wo get the electron energy sjieetriim of an 
( lentron-phonon-Coulomb system.

6. Graphical estimatcon of spectral weiqiit function

Spectral weight function is in a certain sense, a generalization of the density 
matrix obtained after an integration over the frequencies 11,s general form can
bo proisentod as

0)q) — S/(p, e) I
n ■ [(oq—ep— So(p, e)]a-h[i:j(^j, 6)]̂ (6 . 1)

Analysis of such a function is important in the sense that it enables one to esti
mate the nature of the spectra of quasiparticlos of a system. To estimate the 
quasqiartiole spectra of an electron-phonon-Coulomb system we neglect the 

terms in the expressions (5.6) and (5.7) and substituting these oqns. in (6.1), 
we get

___________ ^112___________
j ) A { e g ,  U)q) ■-

1 - ^ - ? ■ » £ !  I
for 1 a; 1 >  11 (6 2 )

whore

(6.3)

Henceforth, we shall call the renormalized coupling constant. With the use 
ol the eqns. (3.10) and (4.4) it will be found that for normal metals ar® lies between 
0 3 to 0.16. The corresponding unrenormalized range is 0.5 ^  ocq̂ ^  0.25.

oiA[epi wg) has been plotted against atqfo) for various values of Cp, It is evidon '̂ 
from above equations a quasipartiole peak will occur at ep/(l+otr*) for 0 Sp
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o /i (0. x(S)

Figuro Spectral weight function for olootron-phonon (EP, dotted curve) and election- 
phonon-Coulomb (EPC full curve) eyetems. Renormalized coupling ooataut 
■= 0 25 and unrenormalized coupling eonHtani — 0.41

XCJ)

Figure 2. Spectral weight function for EP and EPC HyatemB drawn for Cp =  m. Renor
malized and imrenormalized constants are the same as m figure 1.

CO A ( z e j ,  xco)

Figure 2 Spectral weight function for Cp =  2  a  
figure 1.

Coupling constants are the aaftne ob m



aud tho maidinum value of the spectral weight function in the continuum at 
o)(l+ar2)». With tho increase of cp, quosiparticle peak moves towards 

a,, finally it approaches co as Sp tends to infinity. The quasiparticle peak at 
niay be regarded as corresponding to an electron immersed in an en

vironment of virtual phonon cloud.

bj/l 3̂(0.
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h'lfTuni <1. Spectral weight fanction for Cp ^  3 <u, ronormalizod and unronormalized coupling 
constants remaining tho same as in tho provious cases

co/i

-4 -3 -X -1 O 1 ;i 3  ̂ 5 6 7 8
Figure 5 Spectral weight function for ep =  4oj. Values of the renormalized and unre- 

normalized coupling constants are 0.26 and 0.41 respectively.

It may be noted in this connection that the process of extending tho e-inte- 
{̂ ration symmetrically to infinity, although capable of explaining essential features, 
lias the chief drawback that it fails to throw any fight on the mechanism of multiple 
-phonon emission.

In figure 6, plotted for various values of a; assuming
«r“ =  0.25, The corresponding curve for an electron-phonon system without 
Coulomb interaction has been represented by dotted lines. The result om̂  obtains 
Js that the presence of Coulomb interaction decreases the coupling constant.
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12̂ 1
60

Figaro 0. Variation of | |  /ui with a>g/to for EP (dottorl) and EPC (full) system. Uenormalixod 
ĉoupling constant =  0.25. Unrenormalized coupling constant =  0.41.

Figuro 7. Spectral weight function for EP (broken curve) and EPC (full curve) systenip 
a( an-renormalized =  0.12, a(ronormalizod) =  0.07 and Cp =  m.

cofl (ZCO, X(*)J

Figure 8. Spectral weight function for €p == 2to. a(unrenormalized) — 0.12 and a(renor- 
malised) =  0.07
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co/l (3<y, 31C0-)
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!). Spectral weight function for ej, -  .‘Itu. a(unrenormaliBod) 0.12 and a(ronorma? 
lized) ~ 0.07.

cj/l(cj, xu)

1̂ 'jgurn 10. Spectral weight function lor Cp =  to. a(renormalized) =  0.5 and a(unrenorn 
lized) =  0.25.

cj/i(a.<y. xO)̂

Figure 11. Spectral weight function for €p =  2 to, a(renormalized) =c 0,15, and a(uni'enorrna- 
hzed) =  0.25.

3
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XU))
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Figure 12. Spootral weight function for EP and EPC systems, a(ronormalizod) =  O.lfi. 
a(unrenormalizod) =  U.25 and Cp — 3 a).

Considering the value of the unronormalized coupling constant correspond
ing to a particular value of the renormalized coupling constant, curves (represented 
by dotted lines) are drawn taking x as the abscissae and wA as the ordinate on the 
same figure whore wA for an electron phonon Coulomb system has been plotted 
against x. It may be noted that the position of the quasiparticle peak in the two 
systems are different.

7. Electrons and Phonons near the Fermi surface

It is now an established fact that a quasiparticlo on the Fermi Surface has 
an infinite lifetime. On this basis, we can neglect, to a reasonable apj)roximation, 
the imaginary part of the self energy of a quasiparticle lying very near the Fermi 
surface. Thus writing

n 47T= \ (7.1)

^ JV(0)2mg|a(9)|“
”  2o> In I I

I 0 )q — CO I
(7.2)

Due to the smallness wo have neglected the second terra of the eqn. (5.7) 

It is to bo noted from above two expressions, the ratio

I -
^  a.,“ (H -F ) ( l - f f> /8 i )o “) In

4 ^ ( 0 )
wpo CoY(l+l*’)(l-7V8Po^)ln

(Dq-- in I

iOq-\- in I
in q — tn I

(7.3)

(7.4)

is approximately

,6to In IOJq-j;- in I 
UJq-- in I
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It is evident from (7.4) that for all possible realistic values of ai and wq, the ratio 
is a very small quantity in view of the very small factor .6w appearing in the above 
expression. This means that phonon self-energy is much greater than the electron 
self-energy.

8. Inclusion of ioniok motion

To include the effects due to ionic motion, wc consider the Bardeen-Pines 
(1955) Hamiltonian

H ~  Se(p)cp+Cji+S ^ p̂ kPk
P  k  k  fc-

where

p* =  c+t+„,„ Cp,„ ; == -  (

The polarization propagator

D '% ,  oj) =  [Feir(g', ô)-\-D̂ Xq, w)J“^—H

______Vp\whore
u «■//» —• ------

f̂ RPA (7> *")

becomes after simplifications as done previously

Dfo ,..1 -  2a.g|g(g)|a

»*’“ î*(?)2oig| «(?)]*

where the new renormalized ooupling constant is

2a,,|«(«)|“ =
1 _ V ^  „(„/2p „)_i V  & M

e 47r» e 47t

and the phonon attenuation is

<̂iiq i IjilI
87Tg

(8 .1)

( 8 .2)

(8.3)

(8.4)

(8.5)

(8.6)



while the renormalized phonon frequency is found to be
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f jl KlPs.)) -  T  f 1B  ■ f e l l

In all these expressions  ̂ stands for

 ̂ {4:7Te^lf)-{v^glcjii.j,{q, w))

n̂PA(9'j w) being the electronic dielectric constant in the Random Phase Ap
proximation.

In the expression (8 4), we neglect the last term due to smallness. We get, 
therefore,

, 2<«„|a(fl)pJV(0) [n  . v‘,le
S/(p, c) =  ''' ---- —  ■ { ■ sgii cu,-h----------b ,------ L

=  2<̂ <,\a(q)\^N{0)v', l c ,

S„(p.e) =. _ 2co,|q(?)| »jy(0) r,^|u,„+.
2o) I \wq—o +

for I 0 )g\ <. Oi

v*ale

foi’ I coq I !> Qj

} (8.8)

(8 9)

These equations may be compared with the cqns. (6.6) and (5 7).

9. S u m m a ry

Quasiparticlc spectra of an electron-phonon-Colon mb (EPC) system have 
been examined with the special emphasis on the explicit derivation of electron 
self-energy and on the graphical estimation of the spectral weight function for 
different values of phonon-omission threshold. Several curves are drawn for 
different values of electron energy, taking a specific value of the eoupling constant. 
For the sake of comparison, the spectral weight function for an electron-phonon 
(EP) system has been plotted taking the corresponding unreuormalized value of 
the coupling constant. A special feature is to be noted from graphs; the curve 
for an EPC system lies above the curve for an EP System in the region a; <  1 
and below in the region a; <  1. In section 8, the results have been extended 
to derive expression for electron’s self-energy for an electron-phonon-Coulomb- 
ion (EPCI) System
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The whole analysis, however, is based on Migdal’s theorem which according
1,0 Bngelsberg Sc Sohrieffer (1963) has exceptions in certain special cases, (Sociaon 
•̂3) In addition to this, the analysis works on Debye model of phonon spectra 
wliich is an idealized model. In spite of this, one may safely hope the results to 
agree closely with reality.

in Section 7, an interesting result has boon obtained on tlio basis of very 
sim])le arguments. This may bo stated as a theorem : tire pho]\on self-energy 
is much greater than the electron self-energy in the neighhemrhood of the Brrmi 
Surface.
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